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Abstract. We propose a theoretical foundation for proof reuse, based
on the novel idea of a computational interpretation of type isomorphisms.

1 Introduction

Background. Proof development systems based on dependent type theory, such
as Coq [4], Lego [29] and PVS [38], are increasingly used for large-scale formal-
isations of mathematics and programming languages semantics. These formal-
isations are usually available on-line and, in some instances, form an integral
part of the system’s distribution. In principle, these formalisations should allow
users to benefit from a large library of basic results upon which to build up their
own developments. In practice, users often face difficulties in adapting existing
formalisations to their problem, leading to duplicate work and un-integrated
contributions. Thus it is important to provide techniques and tools that facili-
tate proof reuse. However, existing techniques, which we detail below, fall short
of providing a satisfactory answer to the problem.

Type isomorphisms provide a type-theoretical notion of equivalence between
(generally simple) types: in a nutshell, a type isomorphism between A and B is
a pair of expressions f : A → B and g : B → A that are mutually inverse to each
other (usually w.r.t. βη-convertibility). Type isomorphisms have been used for
a number of purposes, including program reuse [21,22,34,35], but the potential
of type isomorphisms in proof development systems remains largely unexplored.

This article. The purpose of this paper is two-fold:

1. to highlight a number of situations where (a computational interpretation of)
type isomorphisms can be used to good effect for proof reuse. More precisely,
we suggest how, in the context of dependent type theory, type isomorphisms
(1) enhance the usability of generic frameworks (2) allow to switch between
equivalent representations of mathematical theories or data structures. En
passant we also show how type isomorphisms are useful in the context of
programming with dependent types;
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2. to propose an extension of dependent type theory where type isomorphisms
are given a prominent rôle through computational rules. More precisely, we
define an extension of dependent type theory in which type isomorphisms are
captured by rewriting rules at the levels of types and elements. We show that
the extension is well-behaved, i.e. enjoys all standard properties required for
proof-checking, including subject reduction, consistency and decidable type-
checking (modulo strong normalisation, which is not proved here).

Our broad conclusion is that type isomorphisms are useful in a number of situa-
tions (mostly connected to proof reuse) where traditional dependent type theory
and its extensions are too weak.

Before proceeding any further, let us dispose of a red herring: in general,
type isomorphisms are studied in extensional type theories and their existence
is undecidable. Here we do not need extensionality because we enforce isomor-
phisms through new rewrite rules. As to undecidability, it simply reflects itself
in the fact that our rewrite rules are not “complete ”, and that it is possible to
introduce new rewrite rules that preserve the good properties of the calculus.

Related work. Our work is original in that it suggests, for the first time to
our best knowledge, to give a computational interpretation to (a class of) type
isomorphisms. However, our work fits in a series of efforts to lay theoretical
foundations for proof reuse in dependent type theory.

Subtyping. Subtyping [16,17] is a basic mechanism to enhance proof reuse in
type systems. Specific forms of subtyping connected to reusability include record
subtyping [11] and constructor subtyping [8] but these forms of subtyping are
too specialised to provide a general solution to the problem of reusability.

Implicit coercions. Implicit coercions [3,5,28,36] provide a very powerful mech-
anism that subsumes a variety of previous and seemingly unrelated proposals
in the area of subtyping. In a nutshell, a coercion from A to B is a function
f : A → B, declared in a coercion context, and which allows to view a as an
element of B and a shorthand for f a whenever a : A. While the initial idea is
relatively simple, its realization involves a number of difficult concepts:

– coherence of coercions: a set of coercions is coherent if the graph of coercions
it generates, notably by composition and instantiation, is such that, for every
types A and B, any two edges (coercions) from A to B are convertible. Co-
herence is undecidable in general, and we currently lack of criteria to decide
whether a set of coercions is indeed coherent. Thus current implementations
of coercive subtyping, and in particular [4,13], do not check coherence to the
detriment of conceptual clarity;

– computational interpretation of coercions: in most existing works, coercions
are not given a computational meaning through rewrite rules. Instead, the
meaning of coercive subtyping is given in a logical framework with equality
judgements, as in [28], or by a translation of the extended language with
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coercions into the original language without coercions, as in [3,36]. We prefer
to follow the usual approach where expressions are given a computational
interpretation independently of typing or of another system;

– back-and-forth coercions: the examples of this paper involve back-and-forth
coercions, i.e. pairs of coercions f : A → B and g : B → A that coexist
in a single coercion context. However, most works on implicit coercions do
not consider such back-and-forth coercions. Moreover, in case back-and-forth
coercions are considered the coercions f and g are required to be mutually
inverse, which is not the case for our examples, as we work in a type theory
without extensionality (η-conversion).

Thus our work may be viewed as contributing to the understanding of implicit
coercions by suggesting (1) the usefulness of back-and-forth coercions (2) a novel
computational interpretation of coercions.

Proof transformation. While the approaches presented above involve modifying
the type system, several authors have developed methodologies to modify and
adapt proofs to another context. Existing techniques include proof by analogy,
see e.g. [20], proof by generalisation, see e.g. [23,25,27,33], or proof by transfor-
mation, see e.g. [30]. These solutions are appealing in that they do not involve
modifying the type system and can address a wealth of problems that range
beyond the issues considered in this paper. However, these approaches are not
always implemented, can be heavy to put in practice and/or can yield large proof
terms.

Type-theoretical preliminaries. The type theory considered in this paper
is essentially the Calculus of Inductive Constructions, see e.g. [39]. We use
Prop, Set and Class to denote the universes of sets, propositions and classes
respectively—usually these are called Prop, Type0 and Type1 respectively. We
let 4 range over universes.

In addition, we use N to denote the inductive type of natural numbers (with
constructors 0 and S). Besides, we use {l : A, l’ : A′} for denoting record types,
{l = a, l’ = a′} for denoting records, the standard dot notation to denote field
selection and .〈. := .〉 to denote substitution. Finally, we let .= denote Leibniz
equality.

We conclude with a warning on naming: most of the type isomorphisms
introduced in this paper involve the generation of new constructor names for
inductive types or label names for records. In this paper, we gloss over the way
such labels can be generated and fixed uniquely.

Contents. The remaining of the paper is organised as follows: in Section 2, we
illustrate a number of situations where type isomorphisms can be used for proof
reuse. For each example, we suggest an extension of the type theory. Properties
of the extensions are discussed in Section 3. Finally, we conclude in Section 4.
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2 Motivating Examples

In this section, we introduce a number of examples where a computational in-
terpretation of type isomorphisms allows users to switch between different rep-
resentations of the same object/structure. Before delving into the examples, let
us emphasise that the first three examples arise from our previous and ongoing
work on the formalisation of mathematics and programming language semantics,
and that in all cases, we were overwhelmed by the burden of switching between
existing representations manually.

2.1 Universal Algebra

Universal algebra, see e.g. [18], is a generic framework for the study of algebraic
structures. As such, it provides an appealing structuring mechanism for develop-
ing a large body of algebra in type theory. Unfortunately, instantiating universal
algebra to a concrete algebraic theory is problematic. Definitions are only iso-
morphic, but not convertible to the ones we would expect. Below we show how
type isomorphisms solve the problem.

Setting. In this paragraph, we briefly review how to formalise (some represen-
tative notions of) universal algebra in type theory. Recall that the framework is
parametrised over the notion of signature. Informally, a signature consists of a
set F of function symbols, and of a map ar : F → N which assigns its arity to
each function symbol.

Definition 1. The type Signature of signatures is defined by

Signature : Class = {fun : Set, ar : fun → N}

Our representation is the standard one but there are alternatives formalisations
that only focus on finite signatures, see e.g. [14].

Each signature has an associated notion of algebra. Recall that an algebra
for a signature S = (F, ar) consists of a set A, called the carrier of the algebra,
and of a function f : Aar(f) → A for every f ∈ F . To formalise algebras, we
therefore need to formalise sets and n-ary functions. For the sake of simplicity,
we formalise sets as types and not as setoids [7]. The type of n-ary functions
over a type A is denoted by Fun n A and is defined by the recursive equation

Fun[n : N][A : Set] : Set
= case n of 0 ⇒ A

| S m ⇒ A → (Fun m A)

Definition 2. The type Algebra of algebras over a signature is defined by

Algebra[S : Signature] : Class
= {el : Set, int : Πf : (S · fun). Fun (S · ar f) el}
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The formalisation may be developed further, for example by introducing the
notion of substructure, quotient. . . Finally some techniques such as reflection,
see e.g. [9], require to define the type of terms of a signature.

Definition 3. The type Term of terms is defined as

Inductive Term[S : Signature] : Set
= vterm : N → (Term S)
| fterm : Πf : (S · fun). (Fun (S · ar f) (Term S))

Note that the type of fterm does not fit the official definition of constructor type
but it is safe to extend the definition of constructor type for the above definition
to be considered as legal (see [15] for an account of a similar mechanism). An
alternative would be to use the type (Vec (S · ar f) (Term S)) → (Term S)
instead of Fun (S · ar f) (Term S) but it would introduce unnecessary techni-
calities in our presentation.

Problem. Now assume that we want to instantiate the framework to a specific
signature, say the signature of groups defined below.

Definition 4. The signature GroupSig is defined by

GroupSig = {fun = GroupSym, ar = GroupAr}

where

Inductive GroupSym : Set
= o : GroupSym | e : GroupSym | i : GroupSym

and
GroupAr[f : GroupSym] : N

= case f of o ⇒ 2
| e ⇒ 0
| i ⇒ 1

The type of group algebras, i.e. Algebra GroupSig, may be evaluated to

{el : Set, int : Πf : GroupSig. Fun (GroupAr f) el}

and there is no further way to proceed. This is bad news, as one would prefer to
use the more standard and palatable representation

{el : Set, oint : el → el → el, eint : el, iint : el → el} (∗)

Similarly, the type of group terms, i.e. Term GroupSig, may be evaluated to

Inductive TermGroupSig : Set
= vtermGroupSig : N → TermGroupSig
| ftermGroupSig : Πf : GroupSym. Fun (GroupAr f) TermGroupSig
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(observe the renaming of constructors, over which we gloss here) whereas one
would prefer to use the more standard and palatable representation

Inductive TermGroup : Set
= vtermgroup : N → TermGroup
| ftermgroupo : TermGroup → TermGroup → TermGroup
| ftermgroupe : TermGroup
| ftermgroupi : TermGroup → TermGroup

Solution. One may achieve a simple solution to the problem by forcing suitable
type isomorphisms. Indeed, consider the type of group algebras. The type

Πf : GroupSig. Fun (GroupAr f) A

is inhabited by functions over the 3-elements type GroupSig. Now, such func-
tions can alternatively be described by triples assigning a value to each element
of GroupSig, i.e. by inhabitants of the type
{oint : Fun (GroupAr o) A, eint : Fun (GroupAr e) A, iint :
Fun (GroupAr i) A}
which reduces to

{oint : A → A → A, eint : A, iint : A → A}
The approach advocated in this paper is to enforce an equational rule that
relates dependent function spaces over an enumeration type to record types that
collect the value of the function for each element of the enumeration type. More
precisely, if Xn is an enumeration type with inhabitants •1, . . . , •n, then we
introduce the equational rule

Πf : Xn. T =Σ {lab1 : T 〈f := •1〉, . . . , labn : T 〈f := •n〉}
for some previously agreed upon set of labels lab1, . . . , labn. This equational
rule is integrated into the conversion rule so as to allow to switch between the two
representations. As a result, we introduce non-canonical inhabitants at function
and record types. For example, Σ-conversion makes it possible to apply a record
to an argument, or to select a field of a function! For example, taking G :
Algebra GroupSig one can type (G · int) o, whereas (G · int) is of a record
type. We therefore need to introduce new computational rules for such cases

{lab1 = f1, . . . , labn = fn} •i →σ fi

(λf : Xn.e) · labi →σ e〈f := •i〉
Coming back to the definition of group algebras, the new reduction relation
enforces the type Algebra GroupSig to reduce to

{el : Set, int : {oint : el → el → el, eint : el, iint : el → el}}
which closely resembles (∗): in fact, one obtains (∗) simply by removing the
nesting of records. In the next example, we show how new computational rules
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allow to flatten records, thus forcing the two above types to be convertible with
the usual representation of group algebras.

Let us now go back to the type of group terms. By applying the Σ-rule
suggested above, one can rewrite TermGroupSig to

Inductive TermGroupSig : Set
= vtermGroupSig : N → TermGroupSig
| ftermGroupSig :

{ oint : TermGroupSig→Term GroupSig→TermGroupSig,
eint : TermGroupSig,
iint : TermGroupSig → TermGroupSig}

Clearly, the above expression is ill-formed as the type of ftermGroupSig does not
fit the definition of constructor type. However, it is easy to recover a well-formed
definition, and in fact the expected one, by splitting the second constructor into
three. Formally, we adopt the compatibility rule:

T =Σ {lab1 : T1, . . . , labn : Tn}
Inductive I : A = . . . | c : T | . . .

=Σ

Inductive I : A = . . . | c1 : T1 | . . . | cn : Tn | . . .

instead of the rule of compatible closure of Σ-equality for inductive types.

2.2 Switching between Mathematical Theories

In a recent article [32], R. Pollack surveys the different existing mechanisms to
represent mathematical structures in type theory. Record types are one well-
known such mechanism. However, as pointed out in loc. cit., record types come
in several flavours, including left-associating and right-associating records. All
of these approaches are extensively used in the formalisation of mathematics.

Setting. We briefly compare left-associating and right-associating records in the
context of Partial Equivalence Relations (PERs). PERs may be defined as flat,
right-associative or left-associative records.

Definition 5.

1. The flat construction of Per can be defined by

Per : Class
={S : Set, R : S→S→Prop, Sym : (sym S R), Trans : (trans S R)}

2. The right-associative construction of Per is defined by

Inner[S : Set][R : S → S → Prop] : Prop
= {Sym : (sym S R), Trans : (trans S R)}

Middle[S : Set] : Set = {R : S → S → Prop, i : (Inner S R)}
Perr : Class = {S : Set, r : Middle S}
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3. The left-associative construction of Per is defined by

Relation : Class = {S : Set, R : S → S → Prop}
SymRel : Class = {P : Relation, Sym : sym (P · S) (P · R)}

Perl : Class={SR : SymRel, Trans : trans (SR·P·S) (SR·P·R)}
Problem. As noted by R. Pollack, all approaches have their own advantages
and drawbacks. Right-associative constructions are easy to specialise but hard
to extend. Conversely, left-associative constructions are easy to extend but hard
to specialise. Both specialisation and extensibility are important and thus all
approaches are extensively used in practice. It is therefore important to be able
to switch between the three representations.

Solution. One may solve the problem by enforcing suitable equational rules that
flatten record types. In order to avoid mind-boggling renaming problems with
labels, we formalise these rules using Coq’s view of record types as inductive
types with a single constructor. The rule then becomes a

Inductive I : 4 = c : Πx:A. Πy: (Inductive J : 4′ = d : Πz:B. J).
Πx′:A′. I

=Σ Inductive I ′ : 4 = c′ : Πx:A. Πz:B. Πx′:A′〈y := d z〉. I ′

As before the equational rule at the type level needs to be accompanied by
rewrite rules at the object level. The rules allow to reduce case-expressions whose
argument is not in the right shape.

case (c M (d N) M ′) of {c′ ⇒ e} →σ case (c′ M N M ′) of {c′ ⇒ e}
case (c′ M N M ′) of {c ⇒ e} →σ case (c M (d N) M ′) of {c ⇒ e}

Let us return to the example of PERs and observe the behaviour of the rewrite
rules for this example. We focus on left-associating representations, since they
are more intricate to handle. Formalising records as inductive types, the left-
associating definition of PERs becomes

Inductive Relation : Class
= cRel : ΠS : Set. (S → S → Prop) → Relation
Inductive SymRel : Class
= cSymRel : ΠP : Relation. (sym (Car P ) (Rel P )) → SymRel
Inductive Perl : Class
=cPerl :ΠSR : SymRel. (trans (Car (RSR SR)) (Rel (RSR SR)))→Perl

where
Car : Relation → Set
Rel : ΠP : Relation. (Car P ) → (Car P ) → Prop
RSR : SymRel → Relation

are defined in the obvious way. By using Σ-conversion as well as βιβ+-reduction,
we can derive the flat representation of PERs

Inductive Per’l : Class
= cPerl′ : ΠS : Set. ΠR : S → S → Prop.

(Sym S R) → (Trans S R) → Per′
l
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2.3 Switching between Equivalent Data Structures

Standard data structures, such as natural numbers or lists, often have several
representations. In many cases, these representations serve different purposes:
typically, some of them will be well-suited for logical reasoning whereas some
others will be well-suited to serve as a basis for efficient algorithms. Below we
illustrate some of the issues involved by considering natural numbers, and their
representation in unary and binary schemes. Both representations are used for
example in J. C. B. Almeida’s formalisation of the RSA algorithm [1].

Setting. Natural numbers are traditionally formalised in type systems with the
Peano unary representation scheme.

Definition 6. The type N of unary natural numbers is defined by

Inductive N : Set= 0 : N

| S : N → N

One can also use an alternative binary representation scheme in which a natural
number is encoded as 0, 2n + 1 or 2n + 2 (this scheme slightly differs from the
Coq encoding, which distinguishes between 0 and positive numbers).

Definition 7. The type B of binary natural numbers is defined by

Inductive B : Set= BH : B

| BO : B → B

| BI : B → B

The two representations may be related by translations in both directions. These
translations are based on encodings of a datatype’s constructors as functions on
the other datatype.

Definition 8.

1. The successor function SB is defined by the recursive equation

SB[b : B] : B = case b of BH ⇒ BO BH

| BO c ⇒ BI c

| BI c ⇒ BO (SB c)

2. The conversion function n2b is defined by the recursive equation

n2b[n : N] : B = case n of 0 ⇒ BH

| S m ⇒ SB (n2b m)

3. The function BN

O is defined as

BN

O[n : N] : N = S (Twice n)

where Twice is the multiplication by 2 over N.
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4. The function BN

I is defined as

BN

I [n : N] : N = Twice (S n)

5. The conversion function b2n is defined by the recursive equation

b2n[b : B] : N := case b of BH ⇒ 0
| BO c ⇒ BN

O (b2n c)
| BI c ⇒ BN

I (b2n c)

Problem. We would like to use interchangeably both representations of natural
numbers. In particular, we would like to derive the correctness of RSA on binary
numbers from the correctness of RSA on unary numbers.

Solution. One may solve the problem by forcing the types N and B to be con-
vertible by adding a new Σ-conversion rule

N =Σ B

The new conversion rule introduces non-canonical inhabitants at each type. For
example, it makes it possible to do a N-case analysis on an inhabitant of B

and vice-versa! We therefore need to cater for such cases, by introducing new
computational rules which avoid “stuck redexes”, in this case a case-expression
applied to a term whose head symbol is a constructor of the “wrong” datatype

case F of {EN} →σ case (b2n F ) of {EN}
case G of {EB} →σ case (n2b G) of {EB}

where F is either BH , BO M or BI M and G is either 0 or S M and

EN = 0 ⇒ f0 | S x ⇒ fs

EB = BH ⇒ fH | BO x ⇒ fO | BI x ⇒ fI

Let us now turn to closed terms in normal form. For every natural number n,
its unary and binary encodings dneN and dneB are normal closed inhabitants of
N and B. Using the equality (case x of 0 ⇒ 0 | S x ⇒ S x) .= x, one can prove
that dneN .= dneB for every natural number n. Thus, our calculus does not have
the so-called equality reflection property. This property may be recovered by
introducing further equational rules dneN ↔ς dneB. Embedding these equational
rules in the conversion rule of the type system does not affect the decidability
of type-checking.

2.4 Expressiveness of Programming Languages with Dependent
Types

Our last example, which is not connected to proof reuse, shows how type isomor-
phisms can also be used in situations where the standard convertibility relation
is too weak. Incidentally the following example, which deals with dependent lists
(a.k.a. vectors), shows how a dependently typed programming language such as
Cayenne [2], a dialect of Haskell that extends the Calculus of Constructions
with full recursion, could be strengthened by using features from DML [40], a
dependently typed extension of ML with a restricted form of dependent types.
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Setting. Recall that vectors are formalised via the family vec : N → Set → Set
which associates to every natural number n and type A the type of vectors of
elements of A with length n. One can define vector concatenation and vector
inversion with the types

app : Πm, n : N. ΠA : Set. (vec m A) → (vec n A) → (vec (plus m n) A)
rev : Πm : N. ΠA : Set. (vec m A) → (vec m A)

The problem. In the context

m : N, l : vec m A, n : N, l′ : vec n A

one would expect to be able to prove

rev (plus m n) A (app m n A l l′) .= app n m A (rev n A l′) (rev m A l)

Unfortunately, the above is not well-typed since:

– the left-hand side of the equality has type vec (plus m n) A;
– the right-hand side of the equality has type vec (plus n m) A;
– the two types are not convertible in general (since plus m n and plus n m

are Leibniz equal but not convertible in general).

Solution. We impose a type isomorphism through the new equational rule

vec (plus m n) A =Σ vec (plus n m) A

Such a use of type isomorphisms does not require the introduction of new com-
putational rules at the term level, intuitively because plus m n

.= plus n m for
every m, n : N. We do not develop this example further, since a neat treatment
of convertibility-checking and type-checking algorithms for this example requires
to treat plus as a constant function symbol specified by pattern-matching, see
e.g. [12], and thus to extend the type theory even further.

3 The Type Theory and Its Properties

3.1 The Extended Type System

The extended type system is very closely related to the Calculus of Inductive
Constructions: it shares the same set of terms, the same notion of substitu-
tion, the same notion of constructor type, inductive definition, guarded recur-
sive definitions. . . The sole difference with Calculus of Inductive Constructions
is the computational behaviour of expressions. In addition to β-reduction, β+-
reduction and ι-reduction, which respectively account for the computational in-
terpretation of functions, guarded recursive definitions and case-expressions, we
consider the rules of σ-reduction displayed in Figure 1 and the equational rules
of Σ-equality displayed in Figure 2; for the latter, special provisions in the com-
patibility rules are enforced so as to avoid the problems suggested in Subsection
2.1. These are embedded in the conversion rule, which becomes

Γ ` M : A Γ ` B : s

Γ ` M : B
A =ββ+ισΣ B
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{lab1 = f1, . . . , labn = fn} •i →σ fi

(λf : Xn.e) · labi →σ e〈f := •i〉
case (c M (d N) M ′) of {c′ ⇒ e} →σ case (c′ M N M ′) of {c′ ⇒ e}

case (c′ M N M ′) of {c ⇒ e} →σ case (c M (d N) M ′) of {c ⇒ e}
case F of {EN} →σ case (b2n F ) of {EN}
case G of {EB} →σ case (n2b G) of {EB}

where F = BH | BO M | BI M and G = 0 |S M and

EN = 0 ⇒ f0 | S x ⇒ fs

EB = BH ⇒ fH | BO x ⇒ fO | BI x ⇒ fI

Fig. 1. Rules for σ-reduction

Πf : Xn. T =Σ {lab1 : T 〈f := •1〉, . . . , labn : T 〈f := •n〉}
N =Σ B

Inductive I : 4 = c : Πx:A. Πy: (Inductive J : 4′ = d : Πz:B. J). Πx′:A′. I
=Σ Inductive I ′ : 4 = c′ : Πx:A. Πz:B. Πx′:A′〈y := d z〉. I ′

Fig. 2. Rules for Σ-equalities

3.2 Properties of the Extended Type System

First, the extended reduction relation is confluent. Indeed, the new σ-reduction
rules are formulated in such a way that there are no critical pairs so the reduction
relation is orthogonal and hence confluent [26].

Proposition 1. ββ+ισ-reduction is confluent.

Second, the calculus enjoys subject reduction.

Proposition 2. If Γ ` e : A and e →ββ+ισ e′ then Γ ` e′ : A.

Third, the calculus enjoys decidable type-checking, provided every legal term is
strongly normalising. A key argument in the proof is that convertibility between
legal types is decidable, see e.g. [6,31,37] for a recent survey of type-checking
algorithms for dependent type theory.

Proposition 3. If every legal term is normalising, then it is decidable whether
Γ ` e : A is derivable.

Finally, the calculus is consistent. This can be established by a standard model
construction, e.g. the proof-irrelevance model of [19].

Proposition 4. There is no M such that A : Prop ` M : A.

We conjecture, but do not prove, that every legal term is ββ+ισ-strongly normal-
ising. The most direct way to prove the conjecture seems to adapt the model con-
structions of e.g. [24,39]. An alternative would be to define a reduction-preserving
translation from the extended type theory to the original system; however it is
unclear to the authors on how to achieve such a result (whose interest goes
beyond strong normalisation).
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4 Conclusion

We have proposed a computational interpretation of type isomorphisms and
detailed a number of situations in which such a mechanism allows proof reuse.
For these examples, we have shown, up to the conjecture of strong normalisation,
that this mechanism extends safely the Calculus of Inductive Constructions.

Our work suggests a new approach to (some form of) proof reuse and con-
tributes to the understanding of implicit coercions. Yet much work remains to
be done:

– from a practical perspective, it seems important to integrate the techniques
proposed in this paper into a proof development system such as Coq, and
to understand the interactions between our approach and the proof trans-
formation techniques of [30,33];

– from a theoretical perspective, the outstanding question left unaddressed
in this paper is the normalisation of the extended reduction relation. Be-
sides, a number of technical developments seem much desirable. First, we
are interested in understanding how the approach developed in this paper
might be generalised (1) to a larger class of isomorphisms of types (2) be-
yond isomorphisms of types. W.r.t. the latter, one may drop the symmetry
of isomorphisms of types and consider examples with unidirectional coer-
cions. This would lead us to a calculus where implicit coercions determine a
subtyping relation between datatypes and/or record types.
In a different direction, it is also of interest to spell out the connections
between our use of type isomorphisms in the example of vectors and H. Xi
and F. Pfenning’s use of constraints in DML [40]. This requires to understand
under which circumstances the example of vectors, which does not require
new computational rules at the term level, can be generalised.
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